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FACILITIES AVAILABLE FOR DIFFERENTLY ABLED
DIFFERENTLY ABLED SERVICE CELL (DASC)

Differently Abled Service Cell (DASC) has been established with following composition
with an aim to ensure that necessary facilities and assistance are available in campus for
the differently abled students.

The Cell shall make sure that necessary facilities and assistance for students with disabilities
are provided to ensure their comfortable and fulfilling stay in the campus.
Responsibilities of the Cell:
1. To provide information, guidance and support to disabled students
2. Ensure Ramps/Rails, Lifts, Special Toilets, Parking Lots, Scribes and assisting devises like
Wheelchairs, walking-aids, hearing aids etc are in place for easy access of PwDs
3. Ensure the PwDs avail the exemptions, concessions and scholarships in tune with
prescribed norms (Both Government and Non-Government)
4. Monitoring the successful implementation of related government policies and programs
5. To propose any other programmes/activities as deemed fit for the benefit of differently
abled students.
Facilities available:
1. Wheel chairs:

At Building Section

2. Walking aids:

At Main Security Office

At Sports Complex

3. Special toilet:

4. Ramp with railings at the entrance to Special toilet:

5. Ramp with railings in front of Electrical Engineering Department:

6. Ramp with railings at the entrance to data center:

7. Ramp with railings from the playing ground to PG block (MCA Block):

8. Railings at the entrance of B S Narayan block:

9. Railings at the entrance of administration block:

10. Ramp with railings at the entrance to accounts office:

11. Provision for lift and parking:
Parking for people with disabilities is available near workshop block Southside entry. This is
easily accessible to cross-disability groups equally. Accessible parking spaces are located
near to the lift. The doors of the lift are wide enough to accommodate wheelchair users and
the space inside is sufficient for them.

12. Scribes for Examination:

